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This paper shows that using optical projections instead
of sections of a 3D object its geometry and volume can
be monitored quite accurately at low cost. For
symmetrical objects with sections similar to an ellipse
4-5 projections are enough to determine object volume
with accuracy of 50 . Depending on the speed of
hardware this monitoring can be done either in real
time or off-line only projections being registered in real

of polyp colony, its reaction to
is one of the most important unsolved

preservation of the shape

various irritants

problems in modern biology.

To monitor polyp colony in 3D we used rotating stage
or several imaging channels. These imaging channels were
distributed around the polyp colony in a horizontal plane.
Each imaging channel allows to acquire polyp colony image

time.

in dark and bright fields at different illumination wavelength.
Such imaging modes greatly improve identification of a
polyp body against both tentacles and background (Figure

INTRODUCTION

1).

Recently much interest is given to in vivo and 3D
characterization of biomedical objects [1] Great progress is
achieved employing such methods as scanning confocal
microscopy and tomography. However there still remain
difficulties for monitoring live objects as well as unavoidable
trade-off between resolution in time and space. The latter is
due to big number of sections necessary to reconstruct
accurately the 3D object under observation. In many cases
monitoring of outer boundary of a 3D biomedical object is
just enough. Then there can be used much simpler and
cheaper method and setup. One of such possibilities is
method of geometrical projections [3].

METHOD

Our monitoring system was used to produce typically
4-5 projections of polyp bodies at different observation
angles providing minimum shading (figure 2). These
projections were used to reconstruct typically rc-20
sections along polyp height. As figure 3 shows the employed
method of geometrical projections allows to restore shape of
sections of polyp body as well as their exact location in 3D
space. Shape of section was found as a smooth convex

curye drawn inside limiting polygon frame (this criterion
corresponds

to surface properties of real polyps body). The

section shape data (together with polyp height obtained
from projection images) was used for fast calculation of
volume of the monitored polyps. The complete data of 3D
section geometry was used to build 3D frame model of
polyp, These models were quite complicated and were built

oflline.
Our method is aimed to study in vivo a closed system of
multicellular organism polyp colony (Hydractiniid hydroids).
Hydroid colony is known to very quickly and strongly

respond to various external irritations, so they are
comrnonly used as model organisms for immediate
mutational and oncolosical indication. Generation and

Reconstruction of 3D polyp images (figure 4) is much
more complicated and calculation - intensive task so that we
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Figure l. Binarized bright field image of polyp colony (top),
halftone image representing combination of dark and bright
field images at different wavelengths (bottom).
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Figure 2. Binary images of the model bodies of small polyp
colony at different projections.
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create 3D images of models only off - line.
in figure 4 shows simulation of the BolyB

bending process.
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(excluding cases of severely bent polyps and very close
polyps with bqdies shading one another) can be determined
with accuracy of 5% from 4-5 projections. Identification of
polyp bodies and measurement of time variations of their

in real time for
biologically important monitoring rate 0.25H2 (oscillation
volumetric distributions were made

period was about l00s) using IBM PC type computer.
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Aryway these models proved to be very useful for
deeper understanding of mechanical behavior of polyps as
well as for simulation of this behavior. The final goal of this
work is to build a nonlinear dynamic model of this bioloeical
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system.
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DISCUSSION
Recent experience shows that conventional methods for
registration and analysis of the behavior and growth of
biological objects in many cases do not provide desired
results [2, 3J. The problem is that these methods do not
provide directly specific and versatile information that is
present in the investigated objects but is difficult to notice
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during the process of image formation.

It is well known that two classical methods
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Figure 3. Restoration of two polyps' sections at one fixed
horizontal plane from their geometrical projections.

for

investigation of 3D bodies are methods of sections and
projections [, 2]. If only the surface of the investigated
object is of intcrest then capabilities of these two methods
are essentially the same. When elementary objects under
investigation have an axis of symmetry (what is very often
encountered for biomedical objects) then the method of
projections is very effective provided that projections are
made in directions perpendicular to the axis [3].
CONCLUSION

To provide in vivo quantitative information about
state of biomedical objects (their dimensions and
dynamics of motion, distribution of nutritious materials
and their motion) it is very important to choose optimal
illumination and image tbrmation methods and means
t3l.

In some specitic cases method of geometrical
projections can be a versatilc and cost-cffectivc
alternative to other 3D imaging methods.
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Figure 4. 3D model of polyp's body: original view restored
from projections (left); simulation of polyp bending (right).
RESULTS
The above method was successfully applied to monitor
in vivo a model polyp colony consisting of 5 polyps [3].
Employment of two imaging modes allowed to identify
polyp bodies whose projections were used to determine their
volumes. It was shown that polyp volumes in most cases
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